
Bayes Esports leveling up leading positions -
Bringing in top industry experts into management

Berlin, 09.09.2022 – Bayes Esports, the world’s leading supplier for esports live data, is
strengthening its management team by bringing in veteran expertise from various industries.
The new management team around CEO Martin Dachselt and COO Amir Mirzaee consists
of two lateral entrants from outside the esports industry as well as two longer-standing
members of the Bayes Esports Team, who have just signed new long term contracts to stay
with the company.

Christopher Bohlmann joined recently as the Director of Growth & Finance. He spent over 10
years in the investment industry, primarily within the Technology Investment Banking (TMT)
team at J.P. Morgan in their London and Frankfurt offices. Christopher also worked as an
Investment Director for a family office, having advised companies and startups, as well as
high-net-worth individuals. He stated: “I remember when I started my career at J.P. Morgan,
around the time when payment startups were just emerging as a new dynamic force. As an
advisor I was contemplating what it would be like to actively shape a business within an
emerging environment. For me, Bayes and Esports are the culmination of exactly that. The
opportunity to be at the forefront of an exciting industry, and shape its evolution through the
leader in esports data analytics.”

Joining Bayes Esports as the new Senior Director of People & Culture is André Schneider.
He has 17 years of professional experience in the field of People & Culture, having
previously worked for international companies such as IKEA and Red Bull; and having
supported cross-functional teams at the Olympic Games in Sochi 2014 and Rio 2016.

Both are joining the management team, alongside its two longer-standing members of Bayes
Esports:  Dr. Susanne Ardisson as the Head of Strategic Communications, and Axel
Fromberg as Senior Director of Sales. Susanne has worked as a Senior PR Consultant for
international companies for 15 years, including companies such as Readly and Delivery
Hero. She is in the ongoing process of obtaining a professorship for Communication
Management at the Fresenius University of Hamburg. With her guiding voice in
communication, as well as Axel’s 15 years overseeing sales businesses for BMW, Audi &
Enel among others, Bayes Esports has brought in the brightest minds from across various
industries to be the leading force behind the development of esports.

CEO Martin Dachselt said of the new arrivals, "With the recently announced expansion of
Bayes Esports into the USA, as well as the upcoming launch of a new odds distribution
platform, it's excellent to see that the company has assembled the strongest possible



management team to support and complement its ambitions. Our shared knowledge and
expertise has been bolstered with the additions of Susanne and Axel, and we are also able
to get a fresh and unique perspective from Andre and Christopher."

Images here

Bayes Esports is the world’s leading esports data supplier. We have built an unmatched, diverse
ecosystem of 350+ data consumers, covering all relevant use cases from media, to service providers,
analytic companies to betting operators and community partners.
With BEDEX, our global, best-in-class data platform, we provide the fastest, most reliable and
accurate esports data on the market, powering top tier clients from Google to Bet365 with more than
10.000 live matches per year.
As the only player in the industry, we base our data services for League of Legends on an exclusive
partnership with Riot Games. Additionally, thanks to further exclusive partnerships with ESL Gaming,
Dreamhack, BTS, and OGA, we offer the most relevant range of official data coverage in the industry.
We believe in an open ecosystem and in healthy competition, that drives innovation in the market. Our
mission is to drive prosperity and sustainability for everyone in the esports industry.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1gLqkmBlKZppHBNIVOms8IAfnXhEf4zAT?usp=sharing

